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ABSTRACT
In this paper we re-derive the probability density functions
(pdfs) of the K distribution, the homodyned K distribution,
and the generalized K distribution in the framework of scale
mixture of Gaussians models. This is done by considering
the complex envelope corresponding to a received signal as
a double stochastic circular Gaussian variable, in which
both the variance and the mean are linearly scaled by a
stochastic factor Z. By assuming Z to be F distributed,
the three K distributions are shown to be statistical models
for the amplitude signals, corresponding to special cases
of this generic model. We also present new iterative algorithms for estimating the parameters associated with each
model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Speckle is a consequence of the image formation process in
coherent imagery as observed in e.g. SAR and ultrasound
images, and modeling the amplitude statistics of such images has been a research area for almost three decades.
When speckle is so-calledfully developed, the amplitude is
Rayleigh distributed. However, non-Rayleigh statistics are
often observed, and a variety of distributions that attempt
to model non-Rayleigh amplitude statistics exists [?, ?, ?].
The K-distribution, the homodyned K-distribution and the
generalized K-distribution are examples of non-Rayleigh
amplitude distributions, which have frequently been used
in the literature as models for the amplitude statistics of
microwave radar echoes [?], ultrasound echoes [?] and the
amplitude of weak scattering signals [?]. In this paper we
revisit the three K distributions. We derive the probability
density functions (pdfs) of the K (hereafter referred to as
the plain K distribution), the homodyned K, and the generalized K distributions in the framework of scale mixture
of Gaussians models, and, for each model, we present an
iterative procedure for estimating the model parameters.

2. A GENERAL SCHEME FOR GENERATING
SCALE MIXTURE OF GAUSSIANS MODELS
The most general formulation of a 1-D scale mixture of
Gaussians model, is expressed as
Y =,+/3Z+

ZX,
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(1)

where X and Z are independent, with X being a standard
normal variable. Z is a stochastic variable which is allowed
to take on only positive values, ,u is a real location parameter, and Q is a real constant. This model is also referred to
as a normal variance-mean mixture model [?].
A multidimensional extension of the model presented above,
is straight forward. Let X be a d-dimensional, zero mean
Gaussian variable with covariance matrix equal to the identity matrix. Let furthermore, F C Rd, d be a positive definite matrix with determinant detF = 1, and let Z be a
scalar random variable with pdf pz (z), which can attain
only positive values. We now generate a new variable Y as
a multivariate scale mixture of Gaussians according to

Y =+ 3Z + dZ2,
x

(2)

where ,u is a location vector, 3 is vector parameter accounting for the linear scaling of the mean of Y as function of
Z. The matrix F defines the internal covariance structure
of the variables of Y. For this reason we will refer to this
matrix as the covariance structure matrix. To obtain the
marginal pdf of Y, we have to perform integration over the
prior distribution pz (z), i.e.

Py(Y)

=

x exp (

O(2PZ)
o(27rz) 2d

PyZ(Y Z)pz(z) dz
y_ t

z)T -'(y

ft

z)) dz. (3)

In general, (3) results in a so-called sparse distribution, i.e.,
the pdf is peaked at the mode, and have a slower decay than
the Gaussian pdf.

A backscattered signal, whether it represents a scalar field
or a vector field, is often given in terms of its quadrature
components. Let Y denote the complex envelope of a signal received from a given resolution cell. We may then
write Y as
Y Y + jY2 = ReQ@,
(4)
where b is the phase R is the amplitude, and Y1 and Y2 are
referred to as the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components, respectively. Henceforth, we define Y as the 2-D
column vector consisting of Y1 and Y2, i.e. Y = [Y1, Y2]t,
and consider Y to be modeled as in (2). For a given value
of Z, the Y1- and Y2-components are independent Gaussian
variables with zero mean and variance equal to Z. However, when Z is itself a random variable, the unconditional
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marginal distributions of Y1 and Y2 are non-Gaussian. Since
Y1 and Y2, for given Z, are independent, the covariance
structure matrix F is given as the 2-D identity matrix, i.e.

and the simultaneous pdf of (Yl, Y2 Z) becomes
(Yi -3z)2 + (Y2
2z

1

P(Yl,Y2 Z) =2w exp (

-@2Z)2 )

where [31,32]t = [ cos(w),3 sin(w)]t. w is the
and Q is the norm of 3.
Furthermore, it is also well-known that the various K-models
The envelope of Y is now defined as
can be represented at compound statistical models with F
distributed variance. The pdf of the F distribution is given
R = (/3z cos() + yl)2 + (Qz sin(w) + yl)2,
as
and the corresponding angle variable is

za)
Faa+l
r(a + 1)

"

(-Az),

(6)

where a is a scalar shape parameter, and A is a scale parameter. We will below show how they can all be derived in the
framework above, and how we also can obtain a procedure
for estimating the parameters from data.

3. THE PLAIN K DISTRIBUTION
0 and 3 = 0 in (2), and let the covariance strucLet ,
ture matrix be the 2-D identity matrix. Then Y is written
as
y = ZX.
(7)
Hence, we get
=

P(Yl, Y2 Z)

Y+Y2 )

1
=2wz exp

Y

Y2z

D

n(wo)+Yi)
=tan-1 i(Qz csi~)+

(12)

angle
(13)
(14)

2

We now switch to polar coordinates, and integrate over D.
The resulting, Z conditioned pdf for R becomes

p(r Z)

= -

exp (- r2

) Io

(r),

(15)

The marginal distribution for R is obtained by integrating
over the prior distribution for Z. Choosing Z to be F distributed as in (6), we get

A+±l r

p(r)
=
P(r)
F(a + 1) ITO(13,r)
x

iexp( li +(Q2+2A)z)

Z

(8)

dz.

(16)

This integral can be solved in closed form. The resulting
Transforming to polar coordinates by defining Y1 = R cos(D) pdf is given as
and Y2 = R sin(b), and introducing the F distribution for
2( r)++l K +( )
(17)
(
Io (r)Z, we get the pdf for R as
Fr(a + 1) (

p(r)

p(r, 1)Z, e()d

/

=

This is a normalized, valid probability density function, de-

dz

and A. In the next subfined by the three parameters
section we will describe a procedure for estimating these
parameters from data.
a,

= 1(<v+ 1

trz-

exp

(- (

+ 2Az)) dz (9)

This integral can be calculated in closed form (see Appendix) to give

P()

2

/A

=F(a+ 1) (rV)2

K, (,r v'-2 A)

.

(10)

where K,(x) is the modified Bessel function of second
kind, and order a. The pdf in (10) is recognized as the
pdf of the K distribution frequently used to represent nonRayleigh amplitude statistics of ultrasound and SAR data.
As we shall see below, the plain K model is a special case
of the generalized K model, only with = 0. The parameter estimation algorithm for the plain K is hence a simple
modification of that of the generalized K model.

Q,

4.1. Parameter estimation

The second order moment of the Rice pdf in (15) is 2Z +
2Z2, which when averaged over a F-distributed Z gives
21 =a+

2

A

For known values of
E{R2} as

,B

a

and A,

+

A

may

be estimated from

2

a+2'

(AE{R2}

a3=z+ I

(18)

(19)

The posterior pdf associated with the pdf in (17) is easily
found to be

4. THE GENERALIZED K DISTRIBUTION

p(z r)

We now set ,u = 0, but enforce a non-zero in (2). The
covariance structure matrix is still the 2-D identity matrix.
Then Y is
y =/Z+
ZX
(1 1)

(

I32A)A
exp
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(-2 (2 + (2 + 2A)z))
2 K(r)

(20)

This p(z r) is recognized as a GIG pdf with parameters a,
r, Q2+2A, i.e ZIR
GIG(z; a, r, \2+2A). The
first order and inverse first order moments, for a given observation ri, are given as
-

r

j1i = E{Zlrj} =

V/Q2

2 A) : (21)
+2
//2 A)

A Ka i(r

+2A Ko,(ri

and

over the prior distribution for Z. Choosing Z to be F distributed as in (6), we get

p(r)

F(Z

a-1

I

x exp (-2i(j

+ 2A z)) Io(

) dz.

(28)

This integral does not have a closed form solution. However, for large arguments of lo (x), we may use the approximation 10(x) exp(x)/ 2wx, which gives us the following approximative expression for p(r):
-

2A Ko,±(ri Q 2). (22)
(i = 6{lr2}
z=
+ 2A
'ri
Ko (ri

V/Q2

p(r)

Estimates of a and A may be obtained by averaging Tqi and
(i over the observation set, and using the moments of the F
distribution.
Iterative parameter estimationprocedure
(i): Calculate E{R2} = N 1 r2.
(ii): Set I = 0. Select some initial estimates for the parameters a and A. We suggest to set ao0 = 1 and A0 = 1. Set
I 1.
(iii): Estimate /3 using (19).
(iv): Calculate qj and (i using equations (21) and (22), and
average over the observation set.
(v): Estimate azl and AI from the moments of the F distribution.
(vi): Set 1=1+1. Repeat steps (iii)- (vi) until convergence.

Returning to (2), we now allow ,u to be none-zero, but still
require that 3 = 0, and that the covariance structure matrix
is the 2-D identity matrix. Then Y is

Y

=

+x

(23)

(24)
where [1l, l2l' = [,u cos(O), ,u sin(O)]t. 0 is the angle and
,u is the norm of ,u. The envelope of Y is now defined as
R

=

1( cos(O) + yl)2 + (,u sin(O) + yl)2,

(25)

Based on the approximative pdf in (29), we may develop
a parameter estimation algorithm, similar to the one proposed for the generalized K model in the previous section.
The homodyned K has three parameters, a, A and ,. Note
that the second order moment of R may be calculated in
closed form as

=

\jtcos(O) +Y2)J

p(r Z) =

-

z

(r2 +/9'\2

exp (\~2z

/9r\

Ioxz/
( ,

(27)

J

r2 J

p(r z)p(z)dz dr

r2p(rzz)dr dz.

(30)

2(a + 1) +112
~A

(31)

2( A+ 1)

(32)

For known values of a and A, ,u may be estimated from
E{R2} as

11
E{R2}
jEfR21

H=

The posterior pdf associated with the approximative pdf in
(29) is easily found to be
(
~r
2Al

(26)

Switching (24) to polar coordinates and integrating out D,
we get
r

r2p(r)dr

The second order moment of the Rice pdf in (27) is 2Z +
112, which for a F-distributed Z gives

Pap (z rT)

tan-1 ( sin(O)+Yl+
)

J

0

and the corresponding angle variable is
qD

KC+ (2Arr 11). (29)

5.1. Parameter estimation

E{R2}
EfR

exp( (yi, _1)2 + (y2 -12)2)

2

2I

>

2r

We remark that Pap (x) is not normalized to one, and is
therefore not a valid pdf.

and the simultaneous pdf of (Yi, Y2 Z) becomes

p(yI,y2Z)

Ir

=(a + 1)

(rL

E{R2}

5. THE HOMODYNED K DISTRIBUTION

Aa+1

Pap(r)

Za-

1

exp -2( r
+ 2Az))
2 KO,+ I (N/2-A 1r - 1 )

(33)

Pap(z r) is recognized as a GIG pdf with parameters a +
1
ir-,
.e ZlR
-p, 2)
GIG(z; a + .r
For a given observation ri,

2,

2k),

where Io(x) is the modified Bessel function of first kind.
The marginal distribution for R is obtained by integrating

r=
S1E{Zlri}
=
64
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3( N2Ar

i)

(34)

eralized pdf is seen to have the best fit to the data. This
model is very flexible due to the fact that it has three parameters that can be adjusted. In all cases the parameter
estimation algorithms converge in only a few iterations.

/-I

7. CONCLUSION

Fig. 1: Some examples of fitting the various K models to
local amplitude histograms of medical ultrasound data.

We have shown that the plain K -, homodyned K, and the
generalized K distributions can be derived in the framework of scale mixture of Gaussians models, with a F distributed scale factor. In the context of EM or ultrasound
scattering in random media, this generic model corresponds
to viewing the scattering process as continuous Brownian
motion, as opposed to the usual discrete random walk model.
We have shown that our approach readily gives us iterative
procedures for estimating the parameters from data. Some
initial tests show that the parameter estimation algorithms
converge quickly, often in less than 10 iterations.

and
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2(ArT
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6. INITIAL MODEL FITTING TESTS
We present preliminary results of applying the K models
to represent the local amplitude statistics of medical ul-

trasound images. This is done by visually comparing the
model pdfs to locally generated histograms. Fig.1 shows
four examples of fitting the models to data using the parameter estimation algorithms presented above. The blue
curves represent the local amplitude histograms corresponding to 4 regions of size 45 x 45, the red curves are the best
fitted plain K pdfs, the green curves are the best fitted homodyned K pdfs, and the black curves are the best fitted
generalized pdfs. As can be observed, the plain K model
is biased towards small values, and does not represent the
data well. The data clearly are non-Rayleigh, but the plain
K model is not flexible enough to fit well to the data. The
homodyned model is biased towards high values, probably
a result of the approximations that has been used. The gen65

